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The B factories
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The detectors
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Cherenkov Detector 
Drift Chamber 

Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

Solenoid (1.5T) 

Instrument Flux Return 

Silicon Vertex Tracker 

BaBar Belle
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Charmonium production 

at the B factories
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   Color-suppressed b  -> c decay
  Predominantly from B -> c  K

   Initial State Radiation (ISR)
  e+e- collision below nominal c.m. energy
  JPC = 1-- 

   Double charmonium production
  Typically one J/  or (2S), plus second c  state

   Two-photon production
   Access to C = + states
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Charmonium spectrum 

before the B factories

From my graduation 
thesis (E835 experiment 
- year 2000).

Charmonium spectrum 
well known up to the 
open charm threshold 
with some missing 
pieces.

In the same year the B-
factories started taking 
data.
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Charmonium spectrum: 

today
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Charmonium properties are well 

understood up to about the 

D  threshold.

c  states above open charm 

threshold are expected to 

have significant width values 

and to decay mainly to open 

charm channels.

But now there are many states 

which don’t fit with any 

conventional charmonium 

interpretation
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What’s in there (I)
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Molecular state:

loosely bound state of a pair of mesons.

The dominant binding mechanism

should be pion exchange. 

Being weakly bound, mesons tend to decay

as if they were free.

Tetraquark:

Bound state of four quarks, i.e. diquark-antidiquark

in which the quarks group into color triplet scalar 

or vector clusters.

Strong decays proceed via rearrangement processes.

Distinctive features of multi-quark picture with respect to charmonium: 

- prediction of many new states

- possible existence of states with non-zero charge, strangeness or both.

NA Tornqvist 
    PLB 590, 209 (2004)

ES Swanson 
    PLB 598,197 (2004)

E Braaten & T Kusunoki
     PRD 69 074005 (2004)

CY Wong
      PRC 69, 055202 (2004)

MB Voloshin
     PLB 579, 316  (2004)

F Close & P Page
      PLB 578,119 (2004)

X Liu
       arXiv 0708..4167

… 

L Maiani et al
    PRD 71,014028 (2005)

T-W Chiu & TH Hsieh
    PRD 73, 111503 (2006)

D Ebert et al
     PLB 634, 214 (2006)

…
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What’s in there (II)
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Charmonium hybrids
States with an excited gluonic degree of freedom 
0+-, 1-+, 2+-…quantum numbers are not possible 
for c  states but are possible for hybrids would 
unambiguously signal an exotic state. 
Lattice and model predictions for the lowest lying 
hybrid:

M ~4200 MeV

Threshold effects

Virtual enhancement of cross section

that may not indicate a resonance.

c 
c 

 P Lacock et al (UKQCD)
     PLB 401, 308 (1997)

SL Zhu 
     PLB 625, 212 (2005) 

FE Close, PR Page
     PLB 628, 215 (2005)

 E Kou, O Pene
     PLB 631, 164 (2005)

…

 C Meng & KT Chao
    PRD 75, 114002  (2007)

 W Dunwoodie & V Ziegler
    PRL 100 062006 (2008)

 O Zhang, C Meng & HQ Zheng
     arXiv:0901.1553

…

Conventional charmonium



The X(3872):

where it all began
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The discovery
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Discovered by Belle in B -> J/ + - K; confirmed by CDF, D0 and BaBar
Narrow ( <2.3MeV) particle with mass m(X)=3871.4+/-0.6 MeV/c2

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 262001 (2003)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 072001 (2004)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 162002 (2004)

Phys. Rev. D 71, 071103 (2005)
Phys. Rev. D 73, 011101 (2006)
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Feature: Dipion mass
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Belle and CDF analyzed the +  mass 
distribution from X -> J/  +

Both seem to favor a “ -like” shape, with 
J/ -  in an S-wave

Shape in BaBar is similar, no attempt to fit

Disfavor charmonium interpretation

Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 102002 (2006) Phys. Rev. D 71, 071103 (2005)

hep-ex/0505038
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Feature: angular analysis
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CDF analyzed angular distribution of daughters,
and tested against various JPC assignments

Angular analysis compatible with both 1++ and 
2-+

 2 prob.(1++)=27.8%, (2-+)=25.8%

Angular analysis from Belle 
favours 1++

disfavours 0++, 0-+, 1+-

hep-ex/0505038

hep-ex/0611004

If charmonium:

      c2 (11D1) -> 2-+

      c1 (23P1)  -> 1++
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Null results
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Upper limits and null results:
X -> J/  = consistent with “molecule”

X -> D  = rules out 0+, 1-, 2+, ... 
X -> c1,2  = against charmonium possibilities

X -> J/   0  = no charged partner

Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 041801 (2004)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 051803 (2004)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 262001 (2003)

Phys. Rev. D 71, 031501 (2005)
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D 0* decays
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Belle discovered X(3872) in B  D0 0 0K
Found mass 2.0  higher than W.A. for X(3872)

Recent update confirms D0 0* decay (8.8 )

Compute m(X)=3872.60.50.4 MeV/c2

BaBar search confirms X(3872) signal (4.9 )
Ratio of D0 0 0/D0 0  matches 0* expectation

Mass ~4.5  above X(3872)

Angular study inconclusive
Width also measured

Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 162002 (2006)

Phys. Rev. D 77, 011102 (2008)

arXiv:0810.0358
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Radiative decays
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Electromagnetic transitions for charmonium:
 c2 (11D1)  (nS)  forbidden (M2)

 c1 (23P1)  [J/ , (2S)]  allowed (E1)

Predictions for relative rate varies, but are of 

similar order

Radiative decays of the D0 0* molecule:
Decay to J/  is possible in vector meson dominance 

scenario 

 (2S)  proceeds via annihilation, highly disfavored

Radiative decays may discriminate between c2, c1(2P), and D0 0*

Both BaBar and Belle have found evidence for this radiative decay
J/  and  have charge parity C = –, implies X(3872) C = +

BF(B± XK ±)(X J / )

= (3.3±1.0 ± 0.3) 10 6 (3.4 )

Phys. Rev. D 74, 071101 (2006)hep-ex/0505037
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Radiative decays
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Measure:
BF(B+  X(3872) K+) x
(X(3872)  J/   ) =
(2.8+/-0.8+/-0.2) x 10-6

Consistent with previous:
(3.3+/-1.0+/-0.3) x 10-6

Measure:
BF(B+  X(3872) K+) x
(X(3872)  (2S)  ) =
(9.5+/-2.7+/-0.9) x 10-6

Ratio of BFs:
(X(3872)  (2S) )

/ (X(3872)  J/  )
= 3.4  1.4

424fb-1

arXiv:0809.0042

Find ~3.6  evidence for
X(3872)  -> J/   

Evidence for
X(3872)  (2S) 
(~3.5  significance)
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Interpretations
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Summary of X(3872) Properties

Narrow with mass m(X)=3871.4+/-0.6 MeV/c2 
Observed in X(3872)  J/ , dipion mass is “ -like”

Also seen in decays X(3872) -> D0 0* and X(3872) -> J/  

Spin-parity identified as either JPC = 1++ or 2-+

Charmonium Hybrid

Lightest mass prediction m(c g) > 4.2GeV/c2
Tetraquark State

No evidence for charged partners

Conventional Charmonium
Angular analysis: c1(23P1) (1++) or c2(11D1) (2-+)

Not expected to violate isospin, X -> J/   

X(3872) is narrow and does not decay X ->D

Expect c2
 -> J/   to be suppressed

 c1(2P) somewhat inconsistent with predicted mass

D0 0* Molecular interpretation

m(D0) + m( 0*) = 3871.8+/-0.4 MeV/c2

Decays to X(3872) -> J/  , D0 0*, J/   

expected

Compatible with JPC = 1++ assignment

Expect X -> (2s)  to be suppressed

Successful predictions vary by model
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X(3872) outlook
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Can X(3872) = c1(2P) fit into the charmonium model?
 c1(2P) mass prediction is too high

Explanation for isospin violation and c1(2P) -> D  suppression

Can X(3872) -> (2S)  be reconciled with molecular model?
Theoretical work needed to explain large BF(D0 *0 -> (nS) )

What do we know regarding X(3872) structure?
Perhaps neither purely molecular nor charmonium

D0 *0 – c1(2P) mixing or other phenomena?

c 
c 



The Y-isr saga
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Discovery...
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JPC = 1
- -  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 95 (2005) 142001

Discovered at BaBar in ISR-produce J/ +  events in 2005  (233 fb-1) 

mY = (4259 ± 8 6
+2) MeV/c2

Y = (88 ± 23 4
+6) MeV

J/  sidebands 

Confirmations by CLEO-c, CLEO-III and Belle with some spread in the resonance parameters.

All the 1–- slots in the charmonium spectrum were already filled

Background estimated by the

with (2S) 
region
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... and confirmations
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+ – /arXiv:0808.1543
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Feature of the +  mass
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Tetraquark interpretation predicts: Y(4260)->J/ f0(980)
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How to make things 

more unclear
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Y(4260) discovered in ISR + J/ . 

How about + (2S) in ISR?

BABAR: 232 fb-1

PRL 95, 142001 (2005)

ISR + –J/

    

Search for Y(4260)->  + – (2S)

298 fb-1
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belle results
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+ – (2S)

Analysis on going at BaBar to confirm 
the Y(4660)

Belle confirmed the 
observation of the Y(4340)

 

In addition it has been 
reported a state around 
4660 MeV.
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Other decay modes
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M(K+K-)

 

  

B(Y (4260) pp)

B(Y (4260) + J / )
< 0.13 @90%CL

B(Y (4260) DD)

B(Y (4260) + J / )
<1 @95%CL

ee
Y B(Y (4260) + ) 0.4eV @90%CL
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Exclusive Initial-State Radiation 

Production of D , D* , and D* *

27
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All the decay modes
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Possible interpretations
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Theoretical interpretations include:

c g hybrid state. 

J/ 0 0, J/ , + c0,c1,c2

the first orbital excitation of a diquark-
antidiquark state [cs, ]

Dominant decay Y(4260)->Ds s

Favored if Y(4260)->J/ f0(980) 

Baryonium state ( +
C- +

C)

2 new resonances (4330)(charged) (4560)(neutral) 



3940 Family
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3940 family

31
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 e+e-      J/ +X

BELLE 46 fb-1 Discovery of double charmonium production

 Double charmonium cross section production is 
about one order of magnitude larger than the 
theoretical prediction of NRQCD

Observation of processes:
e+e-      J/ c, e+e-      J/ c0, J/ c(2S) 

BELLE 140 fb-1  Confirm the processes previously observed 
and set an upper limit on e+e-      J/ J/

BABAR 124 fb-1  Confirms the BELLE result

BELLE 373 fb-1

New state recoiling against the J/ :
X(3940)

BELLE 673 fb-1

X(3940) in double 

charmonium production
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Y(3940)
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 mY = 3.915 ± 0.003 GeV

   = 40 ± 10 MeV

 BF ~ (5 ± 1) 10-5

• Evidence for B YK (Y J/ )  is 
confirmed

~30MeV lower mass than Belle’s 

Narrower width 

BF similar to the Belle’s

No evidence for B X(3872)K (X J/ ) 
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3940s interpretations
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X(3940) possible candidate: c’’(31S0)

Y(3940) possible candidate: 

Z(3930) possible candidate: 



Z(4430)+, Z1+ and 

Z2+
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The Z(4430)-
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Belle has reported a new charged 

charmonium-like state in the decay: B Z-K, 

Z- (2S) -

The reported mass and width are: 

m=4433 ± 4(stat) ± 2(syst) MeV/c2 

=45+18
-13(stat)+30

-13(syst) MeV

121 ± 30 events; significance  6.5

If this result is confirmed first observation of 

a genuine c d  “tetraquark” state, since it is 
charged and carries hidden charm      (e.g. 

Maiani: 0708.3997 (hep-ph) , Karliner & Lipkin arxiv: 0802.0649 

(hep-ph))
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“K* veto” Use 548 fb-1 

PRL 100, 142001 (2008)
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BaBar search for Z-
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 Search for the Z(4430)- with 413 fb-1 in the decay modes 

B- J/ -K0  

B0 J/ -K+

B- (2S) -K0

B0 (2S) -K+

Describe the K - system in detail, since structure in the K - mass and angular 

distributions dominates each Dalitz plot

Correct the data for efficiency event-by-event across the Dalitz plot, and describe using 

only K - S-, P-, and D-wave intensity contributions

Project each K - description onto the relevant - mass distribution to investigate the 

need for Z(4430)- signal above this “K - background”

We will use “ ” to denote “J/  or 
(2S)” unless otherwise indicated
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K  reflections
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B- J/ -K0
S B- (2S) -K0

S 

B0 J/ -K+
 B0 (2S) -K+

 

mK -  (GeV/c2) mK -  (GeV/c2) 

Generated 10M events per sample according to the 

mK - fit function, and normalize to the corrected 

data

Generate angular distributions flat in cos K and 

calculate the - mass for each generated event

Each event is given weight based on the Legendre 

polynomial moment.

The psi pi projection has been used as background 

shape to fit the data.

Event-by-event efficiency correction 
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Fit to  distribution
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Four free parameters; mZ, Z, NZ, and NK -,bkg

mJ/ - (GeV/c2) m (2S) - (GeV/c2) 

m=4476±8  

=32±16 

2.7  

m=4483±3  

=17±12 

2.5  

m=4439±8  

=41±33 

1.9  

no or 

negative 

signal

no or 

negative 

signal

no or 

negative 

signal
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Summary of BaBar results
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B J/ -K (mass & width free)  negative, or no, BW signal is obtained

B (2S) -K (mass and width free):

Shifted mass enhancement for overall K - range:

m=4476±8 MeV/c2;  =32±16 MeV;  signal size: 2.7

Shifted mass enhancement in the K*(892) and K*
2(1430) region:

m=4483±3 MeV/c2; =17±12 MeV; signal size 2.5

mass enhancement with the K* veto:

m=4439±8 MeV/c2; =41±33 MeV; signal size 1.9

arXiv:0811.0564
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Summary of BaBar results

41

Belle: BF(B0 Z-K+, Z- (2S) -) = ( 4.1 ± 1.0 ±1.4 ) x 10-5
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BaBar-Belle comparison

42

Both Belle and BABAR data are re-binned (to calculate 2) and side-band subtracted

The BABAR data are normalized to the Belle sample.     

The data distributions are statistically consistent ( 2=54.7/58)

Why different significances are reported? (6.4  Belle vs. 1.9–3.1  BaBar) ⇔ assumption 

about background is crucial.
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Belle’s Dalitz Analysis
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2-body isobar 
model for K

KZ+ 

K2* ’ 

K* ’ 

K ’ 

A         B       C         D         E 
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DP analysis results
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Published results

Mass & significance similar,
width & errors are larger

Belle:      = (3.2+1.8+9.6 )x10-5       0.9-1.6
 

BaBar:  

No big contradiction 

With Z(4430)

Without
Z(4430)

K* veto

The Dalitz analysis confirms the main conclusions of Belle s  first analysis (PRL 100, 
142001); the DP-determined errors are larger.

Including B->K3*(1780)  as a dominant decay mode, the significance of the Z(4430)+ signal 
to below 5 : in that case, the significance of the Z(4430)+ signal is 4.7  .
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Z1 and Z2
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The Z1(4050)+ & Z2(4250)+ -> + c1

R. Mizuk et al (Belle), PRD 78,072004 (2008)

KZ+ 

K2* c1 

K* c1 

K c1 
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Z1 and Z2
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Projection with K* veto 



Search for 

bottomonium-like 

exotics
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The R scan at BaBar
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A “new” charmonium spectroscopy emerged from the discovery of new 
resonances that does not fit in the “standard” charmonium model.

Is there a “new” bottomonium spectroscopy?

New bottomonium resonances can be searched for with
an energy scan above the Y(4S) resonance.

 Inclusive approach:
– Search for unexpected structures in the
inclusive hadronic cross section:

sb(s): total cross section for e+e– -> bb(gamma)

sμ(s): 0th order cross section for e+e– -> μ+μ
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Previous results
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CUSB: Phys.Rev.Lett.54:377,1985
CLEO: Phys.Rev.Lett.54:381,1985

30 times more luminosity
and

4 times finer steps
w.r.t. CESR scan

Scan from 10.54 to 11.20 GeV in 5 MeV steps.
25/pb per step, plus 600/pb around (11020MeV)
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Strategy
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For each point and for a “reference” point (10.54 GeV) we 
select:

– b  sample, according to a multi-hadron selection;
– mumu sample;

 At the “reference” point:
– Estimate of backgrounds, scaled to other energies 
according to the expected s dependence;

 Across the scan:
– Rb extracted from a combination of the b  and mumu 
yields, subtracting the non-b  background.
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Scan results
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(10860) 
(11020) 

 Next steps: study of exclusive final states.

Region explored
with 
unprecedented
detail.

Interpretation of
structures made
difficult by 
threshold 
effects.

Thresholds and interferences make also difficult the
extraction of the Y(5S) and Y(6S) parameters

Tried with a fit including Y(5S), Y(6S) and
continuum, interfering among them, plus a non 
interfering continuum.

arXiv:0809.4120

N. Törnqvist 
(1984) predicted
structures 
between Y(4S) 
and Y(5S)
and an 
asymmetric Y(5S) 
shape



Summary and 

conclusions
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Summary and conclusions

Charmonium spectroscopy has been revitalized by the discovery of 
many new states above the open charm threshold.

A review of some of these new states has been presented.

Many experimental results have been shown, but not enough to 
understand the the nature of some of them.

Bottomonium spectroscopy can be as exciting as the charmonium.

...

53
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Still a lot of work to do

For the present B factories

Some important channels need to be investigated and many old analysis to be 
updated

For theorists 

Can X(3872) -> (2S)  be reconciled with molecular model? Can it fit into the 
charmonium model? What about D0 *0 – c1(2P) mixing or other 
phenomena?

What about the different approaches by BaBar and Belle with the Z(4430) 
analysis?

...

For super B

54



Backup Slides
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 X(3872) J/    Conflict

56

Belle searched for B  X(3872)[XJ/  + 0] 

3 -invariant mass shows enhancement assumed 
to be   + 0

Separate BaBar analysis of B  K J/
Observe Y(3940), no evidence for X(3872)
ie: X  J/  + 0 not necessarily X  J/
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 X(3872) to J/ +  

Updates

57

Radiative Decays of the X(3872) in BaBar, SLAC Experimental Seminar 

Bryan Fulsom, March 3, 2009  
46 

• Both Belle and BaBar have updated B  X(3872)[X J/ + ] K results 

• Belle finds no mass splitting, equal ratio between the B0 and B+ decay modes: 

                                       BaBar measurement confirms, 

                                       though suffers statistically 

             Sets limit on width: <3.3 MeV 
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Y(4260) in B decays
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+

 

B(B Y (4260)K ,Y (4260) J / + ) < 2.9 10 5
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Variation on a theme
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J/psi phi at CDF
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J/psi phi
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A new recent state found by CDF

 

 

μ μ μ μ

B+ J / K +, K +K , J / μ+μ

 

  

sqrt(-2log(Lmax/L0 ))=5.3

Significance:  it would be 5.3   with Log of 

the Likelihood, from MC studies and 
dependency of the background shape 3.8  
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J/psi phi
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BaBar Result

      μ μ ICHEP08 result       

B± J / K ±, K +K B0 J / Ks
0, K +K


